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OASIS SUMMARY SHEET 
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4ZV ROUTE HIGH MARNHAM – CHESTERFIELD 
OVERHEAD ELECTRICITY LINE ROUTE 
 
PHASE 2  NON-INTRUSIVE ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE VISITS 
 
 
SUMMARY 
 
On 27 and 28 April 2005 Archaeological Solutions carried out a Phase 2 Non-
Intrusive Archaeological Site Visit targeted on ten sites between High Marnham 
(Nottinghamshire) and Chesterfield (Derbyshire). It was conducted in advance of the 
proposed refurbishment of the cables on a series of electricity pylons (a linear 
national grid reference from NGR SK 8073 7075 to SK 4031 6991) on behalf of 
AMEC Earth & Environmental UK Ltd. 
 
Ten sites were subject to site visits (Phase 2), following a desk-based assessment of 
the whole pylon route (Phase 1; AS Report 1751). Although a number of the targeted 
sites did not show great archaeological potential, six of the sites were identified as 
being of moderate to high archaeological potential, and potentially at risk from 
damage by heavy vehicles and plant accessing the pylons. The most significant of 
these was the Roman tile kiln site at Sookholme Bath (SMR 3996), where a field 
through which the access route will pass contained a dense surface scatter of Roman 
floor tile and tegula (NGR SK5400 6655). Other sites potentially affected by the 
proposed works include a medieval hollow way at Moorhouse (Notts SMR 7849), 
medieval open field/shrunken village remains at Laxton (Notts), Sookholme Bath 
Roman tile kiln/tile scatter (Derbs SMR3996 & 4067), Pleasley Park earthwork deer 
park pale, the agger of Roman Road at Green Lane/Rotherham Road, Glapwell 
(Derbs) and sandstone bridge footings (undated) near Owlcotes Farm, Sutton 
Scarsdale (Derbs). 
 
The report contains a summary account of each site visit, recording land use, access, 
details of any archaeological remains noted at the sites, truncation and any practical 
factors inhibiting further fieldwork. The report also contains preliminary 
recommendations for mitigation or further archaeological fieldwork at six sites (seven 
pylons), at Moorhouse (Pylon 4ZV020), Laxon (Pylons 4ZV027 and 028), Sookholme 
Bath (Pylon 4ZV083), Pleasley Park (Pylon 4ZV088), Green Lane/Rotherham Road, 
Glapwell (Pylon 4ZV096) and Sutton Scarsdale/Owlcotes (Pylon 4ZV111). 
 
 
1 INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1 In April 2005 Archaeological Solutions carried out a Phase 2 Non-Intrusive 
Archaeological Visit of ten sites between High Marnham (Nottinghamshire) and south 
of Chesterfield (Derbyshire) (a linear national grid reference from NGR: SK 8073 
7075 to SK 4031 6991, Figs. 1 & 2). This followed a Phase 1 Desk-Based Assessment 
(Doyle 2005; AS Report 1751). The assessment was commissioned by AMEC Earth 
& Environmental UK Ltd as part of proposals to refurbish cables on overhead 
electricity pylons. 
 
1.2 The visit was completed in accordance with the Institute of Field 
Archaeologists Guidelines for Desk-Based Assessments (particularly Section 3.3.9). 
Field monuments identified are referenced to the RCHME Thesaurus of Monument 
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Types (1995) and EH Monument Class Descriptions. Reference was made to the 
Historic Landscape Character Assessments for Nottinghamshire (NCC2000) and 
Derbyshire (DCC 2004). Technical terms are capitalised and follow the definitions in 
the Historic Landscape Character Assessment documents and the Thesaurus of 
Monument Types. 
 
1.3 The principal objectives of the site visits were: 

 To establish existing land use and access routes to pylons within the targeted 
sites, areas of ground disturbance and constraints on field evaluation 

 To determine or confirm the presence, nature, extent and condition of any 
known archaeological sites within the pylon route and associated access 

 To determine or confirm the presence, nature, extent and condition of any 
extant archaeological earthwork features within the pylon route and associated 
access 

 To determine the archaeological potential of the targeted sites 
 To consider the impact of heavy machinery and vehicles on any archaeological 

remains within the access routes to pylons and in the immediate vicinity of the 
pylons 

 To propose mitigation strategies for access routes and pylons, whether 
mitigation by design/location of access, further non-intrusive (survey and 
fieldwalking) and intrusive (watching brief, evaluation, excavation) 
archaeological investigation 

 
 
2 METHODOLOGY 
 
2.1 Overview 
 
The High Marnham to Chesterfield pylon route comprises 124 pylons extending over 
c. 44km. It was considered that, given the paucity of recorded archaeological 
information and the known landscape character of the route, it would be inappropriate 
to conduct a visit of every pylon site. The sites with the greatest archaeological 
potential were visited in order to establish the presence or absence of any visible 
archaeological remains, degree of truncation, access routes, and the likelihood that 
any upstanding or below-ground remains would be damaged by heavy vehicles in the 
course of the overhead line replacement.  
 
2.2 Sites of lower archaeological potential 
 
The geology, recorded archaeology, history and landscape character (NCC 2000; 
DCC 2004) of three stretches of the route indicated more limited archaeological 
potential. For this reason, most of the pylons within these areas were not subject to 
site visits.  
 

 Much of the eastern part of the route lies on a ridge, traversing upland 
agricultural landscapes west of the Trent, which are peripheral to villages and 
are either still used as pasture land or have been turned over to arable use in 
the late medieval and post-medieval period. These areas are characterised by 
regularly laid out Modern, Modified Field Patterns and intensive arable 
cultivation (e.g. Skegby to Scarthing Moor, 4ZV009-4ZV011) (NCC 2000).  
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 A portion of the route also crosses through Sherwood Forest, an area of dry, 
acidic soils over Sherwood Sandstones, still characterised by low population 
density and former heath and woodland (with post-war pine Forestry 
Commission plantations), from which, in general, few archaeological finds are 
recorded and which is still only sparsely populated (west of King’s Stand 
Farm to Spion Kop, 4ZV052-4ZV086). Some 18th and 19th century Enclosure 
field systems are present in the area (NCC 2000). However, one significant 
Roman industrial site, at Sookholme Bath (4ZV083) is located here, reflecting 
Roman deforestation and small-scale settlement in Sherwood Forest. This was 
visited and is of high potential (see Section 3.7 below).  

 
 The western end of the route, to (Sutton Scarsdale to south of Calow, 4ZV113-

124), is characterised by landscapes associated with the Derbyshire Coalfield, 
including Estate Farmlands, Riverside Meadows and the 19th and 20th century 
Coalfield Villages (Workers villages) and Coalfield Village Farmlands, and 
relatively dense urban development (DDC 2004). 

 
2.3 Sites selected for visits 
 
On the basis of evidence gathered in the Archaeological Desk-Based Assessment (AS 
Report 1751, Table 2), ten sites (36 pylons) were selected for site visits. Site visits 
were conducted by Leonora O’Brien (Project Officer, Archaeological Solutions Ltd) 
and Matthew Astill (Archaeological Consultant, AMEC Earth & Environmental UK 
Ltd) on 27 and 28 April 2005. 
 
Areas for site visits were chosen on the basis of:  
 

 A concentration of archaeologically significant and well-provenanced entries 
in the Nottinghamshire and Derbyshire Sites and Monuments Records 
(SMRs), located within 500m either side of the pylon route, including stray 
finds, metal detector finds and archaeological interventions 

 
 Potentially archaeologically significant undated cropmarks or earthworks 

noted on aerial photographs  
 
 The proximity of the pylon route to areas where historic and modern maps 

showing characteristic spatial layouts of villages and communications 
indicating the likelihood of surviving evidence for previous land use (Roman 
roads, emparkment, Open Field systems, bridges) 

 
 The proximity of the pylon route to areas of known former medieval 

settlement, identifiable areas of former Open Fields or areas of Fossilised 
Open Field pattern, which may have left vulnerable traces in the form of 
standing earthworks (house platforms, hollow-ways, broad ridge-and-
furrow)  
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DBA 
segment * 

Site 
number 

Site name Pylon numbers (4ZV) 

1 1 Scarthing Moor 013, 014, 015 
2 2 Moorhouse 020, 021, 022 
2 3 Laxton 025, 026, 027, 028, 029 
2 4 ‘Grimestone’ DMV 028-037 
2 5 Ompton 037, 038, 039 
3 6 King’s Stand Farm 052, 053, 054 
4 7 Sookholme Bath/Nettleworth 079, 080, 081, 082, 083 
4 8 Pleasley Park 088 
5 9 Green Lane and Glapwell 096, 097 
5 10 Glapwell – Bolsover ridge 098, 099, 100, 101, 102, 103 
5 11 Sutton Scarsdale/Owlcotes 110, 111 

*DBA segment refers to the routeline segment number assigned in the Desk-Based Assessment (AS 
Report 1751) 
Table 1 Summary of sites selected for site visit (see Figs. 1 & 2) 
 
 
2.4 Site visits 
 
Site visits were conducted on 27 and 28 April 2005. Weather conditions and site 
visibility were good. The results of site visits were recorded on pro forma, noting the 
pylon number and grid reference, current land use and vegetation, site topography and 
landforms and character of the surrounding area. Visible above ground remains and 
structures, any evidence of truncation and landscaping, constraints and access were 
also noted.  
 
A digital photographic record was compiled, using an Olympus Camedia C-3000 
Zoom camera, concentrating on land use and topography, and photographing any 
visible archaeological remains. Selected photographs are reproduced in Appendix 1 
Colour Plates. Some of the photographs have been edited in Corel Photo-paint 11 in 
order to adjust brightness or lightness where light was low, contrast poor or photos 
had to be taken against the sun. Other photographs have been annotated to indicate 
pylon numbers or place names. 
 
 
3 SITE VISITS 
 
3.1 Scarthing Moor (Pylons 4ZV 013, 014 & 015) 
 
The Desk-Based Assessment highlighted the potential significance of the Scarthing 
Moor area. Stray finds of Neolithic flint tools have been found in the area. To the 
south of Scarthing Moor is the medieval settlement of Weston, which contains the 
earthwork remains of a moat, and further undated earthworks in vicinity of the moat 
(SMR 4172). Three pylons were visited in order to ascertain the presence or absence 
of any agricultural earthworks, such as broad ridge-and-furrow, baulks and plough 
headlands etc. associated with Weston’s medieval Open Field system. No agricultural 
earthwork remains or differential vegetation which might indicate areas of former 
settlement were noted. Located on relatively high ground northwest of the medieval 
core of Weston, this area probably lay beyond the medieval Open Field system, and 
may have been pasture or scrub land. 
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3.1.1 Pylon 4ZV013 (NGR SK 7700 6885) (Plate 1) 
 
The pylon was located on the crest of a low hill to the north of the settlement, at c. 
20m AOD and c. 600m north-north-east of the Neolithic flint finds (SMR 4221). Land 
is under wheat cultivation. The site is accessed via a metalled trackway leading west 
off the road between Bell Farm and the road to Normanton on Trent.  To the south of 
the site, the pylon line crosses the active railway line between Newark-on-Trent and 
Retford. No earthwork remains were visible. 
 
3.1.2 Pylon 4ZV014 (NGR SK 7675 6865) (Plate 2) 
 
The pylon was located on a hillside at c. 38m AOD and c. 300m north of the Neolithic 
flint finds (SMR 4221). The land was permanent sheep pasture farmed by Manor 
Farm. To the south of the field was the impassable, channelled water course of the 
Goosemoor Dyke. No earthworks were visible, and no differential vegetation was 
noted.  The grass field to the south, beyond the Goosemoor Dyke, contained the faint 
traces of former narrow ridge-and-furrow of probable post-medieval date, co-axial to 
the B1164 road (Plate 3). 
 
3.1.3 Pylon 4ZV015 (NGR SK7650 6835) (Plate 4) 
 
The pylon was located in a hedged field of oilseed rape, located at c. 20m AOD and c. 
240m east of the Neolithic flint finds (SMR 4221), with land rising to the SW. 
Surrounding land was arable, forming Scarthingmoor Farm and accessed via the farm 
or via a padlocked gate opening onto the B1164. A tree was located NW of the pylon, 
and a telephone line crossed the field, within a single wooden pole supporting the line, 
located NE of the pylon. No earthwork remains were visible. 
 
 
3.2 Moorhouse (Pylons 4ZV020, 021 & 022) 
 
A Roman settlement, possibly a villa estate, was located on the south side of the 
valley at Aggrie House Farm, Moorhouse (SMR 4170, 4169 & 5725). Medieval 
earthworks including a hollow way (SMR7849) and extensive earthworks around the 
chapel of 1861 (SMR 7850; Plate 5), as well as other earthworks of tofts and crofts  
noted on  either side of the road from Moorhouse to Laxton, suggest that this is a 
shrunken settlement. However, the pylon line runs along the ridge to the north west of 
the village, avoiding the area of the putative Roman villa to the south, and located on 
high ground overlooking the earthworks of the shrunken settlement and the visible 
extent of Open Field remains. 
 
3.2.1 Pylon 4ZV020 (NGR SK 7495 6710) (Plate 8) 
 
The pylon is accessed either via the road to the east, or a Public Right of Way 
(PROW) footpath running along the western side of the site from the village. The 
pylon is situated c. 450m south of Roman finds discovered immediately east of 
Aggrie House Farm (SMR 4169), but more than 650m north-west of the site of the 
Roman building remains (SMR 5725). The PROW runs along the route of a medieval 
hollow way (SMR 7849), most visible in a field close to the village core (Plate 6). The 
field to the southeast (Plate 7) of the field in which Pylon 4ZV020 is located contains 
the shallow and truncated remains of broad ridge-and-furrow earthworks, running 
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NE/SW, coaxial to the road to the NE and the stream to the SW, measuring c. 6.5m 
from ridge to ridge. No plough headland was visible to the NE, but a headland was 
visible at the base of the slope to the SW. An additional hollow way or meandering 
deep ditch was present along the NW boundary of the field (not recorded in SMR). 
 
The grass field in which the pylon was located was bounded to the west by the 
PROW, a hedge and a stream, culverted at the entrance to the field to the W, accessed 
via a 6-bar metal gated secured with string. The pylon lay at c. 30m AOD, and land 
rose to the NE, to a height of c. 40m. Cattle and heifers were grazing in the field with 
the hollow way, the field with ridge-and-furrow, and the pylon field. No earthworks 
were visible in the field. Ground immediately surrounding the base of the pylon was 
undulating and disturbed, presumably from the insertion of the pylon in the 1960s. 
 
3.2.2 Pylon 4ZV021 (NGR SK 7450 6995) (Plates 9 & 10) 
 
The Pylon is accessed via a metalled trackway leading N off the Moorhouse to Laxton 
road towards Breck Farm. The pylon is situated barely 300m north-east of the site of 
the Roman building remains (SMR 5725), and c. 500m north-west of the find spot of 
Roman pottery and building remains (SMR 4170). It is located on level land at the top 
of a ridge at c. 36m AOD, in a field of wheat. The site is bounded to the E by a barbed 
wire fence, and the trackway, and to the N, by a hedge. The place-name ‘Breck’ is 
characteristic of the Sherwood Forest area (and also common elsewhere), here 
indicating land taken from Royal forest land into short-term cultivation and fenced to 
keep livestock out, until the enclosures of the late 18th and early 19th century. The 
Breck land management system created a patchwork of small hedged fields on the 
edges of villages bordering the forest. Located on a high ridge NW of the village core 
and E of East Park Wood, this land probably came into arable cultivation in the later 
medieval or post-medieval period. 
 
3.2.3 Pylon 4ZV022 (NGR SK 7415 6680) 
 
Pylon 4ZV022 was located in a wheat field located on the ridge between Moorhouse 
and Laxton at c. 38m AOD. The pylon is situated barely 280m north-east of the site of 
the Roman building remains (SMR 5725), but almost 400m north-north-west of the 
find spot of Roman pottery and building remains (SMR 4170). As with Pylon 
4ZV021, no earthworks were visible. 
 
 
3.3 Laxton (Pylons 4ZV025, 026, 027, 028, 029) 
 
In terms of landscape history, Laxton is a very significant village, with a nationally-
important surviving medieval Open Field system, well-preserved ridge-and-furrow, 
fish ponds and among the finest motte-and-bailey earthworks in England (Chambers 
1964; Beckett 1989; Delano-Smith 1980). Other earthwork features in the village 
include rabbit pillow mounds or barrows on Westwood Common and windmill 
mounds. There is sparse evidence for Roman settlement, possibly a villa, in West 
Field, west of the settlement. The hamlet of Manor Farm, distinct from the main 
village, is a shrunken medieval settlement with earthwork remains (SMR 4165; Plates 
11 & 12). Laxton’s field systems and earthworks have been subject to extensive 
documentary research and landscape study, with several recent studies undertaken by 
Trent and Peak Archaeological Unit (Bishop & Challis 1998; Challis & Bishop 1998; 
Challis & Sheppard 1998; Challis 2002). According to the Nottinghamshire 
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Landscape Character Assessment, ‘the survival of the Extant Open Fields at Laxton 
has long been a matter of concern’ (NCC 2000, 11). 
 
The pylon line runs south of the village, along the valley of Moorhouse Beck, 
between the village and South Field (see Illustration 1).  It does not impact on any of 
the fields that currently form part of the surviving Open Field system. No agricultural 
earthworks or other notable historic landscape features were noted within the sites of 
the three pylons located in former areas of Open Field agriculture (4ZV028, 4ZV029, 
4ZV 030). However, earthwork remains including narrow-rig ploughing and a 
possible banked enclosure were noted between pylons 4ZV027 and 4ZV028, on land 
that once formed part of the Open Field system. It will be important that these 
remains, particularly the banked enclosure, are not disturbed by heavy vehicles and 
other machines re-wiring the pylons. 
 
 

Illustration 1 Location of the pylon route at Laxton, indicating the former and present 
extent of Laxton’s Open Field system (after Challis & Sheppard 1998) 
 
 
3.3.1 Pylon 4ZV025 (SK 7320 6655) 
 
This pylon is located on high ground (c. 50m AOD) to the east of the village and c. 
660m east-north-east of the shrunken medieval settlement with earthwork remains 
(SMR 4165). On Mark Pierce's estate map and survey of 1635 (Bodleian Library MS. 
C17:48 [9]), it is located on the boundary between strip fields and pasture ground. The 
pylon now straddles the hedgerow boundary between two arable wheat fields; no 
earthworks were visible in either field. 
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3.3.2 Pylon 4ZV026 (SK 7280 6645) (Plate 13) 
 
This pylon is situated on low-lying, level ground (c. 41m AOD) just north of the 
Moorhouse Beck, an area marked as pasture on the 1635 map, and c. 300m east of the 
shrunken medieval settlement with earthwork remains (SMR 4165). According to the 
Historic Landscape Character Assessment, ‘much meadow is included under 
Fossilised Open Field Patterns, which may include former doles in meadowland along 
stream banks, where these are adjacent to villages or open fields’ (NCC 2000, 43). 
The site is accessed via a metalled PROW to the sewage plant. Two trees were located 
within the grass field. As would be expected here, no earthworks were present. 
 
3.3.3 Pylon 4ZV027 (SK 7250 6630) (Plate 14) 
 
The pylon was located in a lush grassy field (c. 40m AOD), accessed via Ide Farm on 
Green Lane, and c. 170m south-west of the shrunken medieval settlement with 
earthwork remains (SMR 4165). The adjacent field to the west, contained faint traces 
of narrow ridge-and-furrow (c. 2-3m ridge to ridge), coaxial to the road on a 
NNE/SSW axis, with a slight plough headland visible to the north and baulks at the 
northern field corners. No earthworks were visible within the pylon field. 
 
3.3.4 Pylon 4ZV028 (SK 7220 6600) (Plate 15) 
 
The pylon was located in a grass field bounded by hedges to the north, east and west, 
and a barbed wire fence to the south. The pylon lay at c. 45m AOD. Land sloped 
down to the south, towards the Moorhouse Beck. The field is accessed via a string-
tied 4-bar wooden gate on the S side of the road to Kneesall. The NW part of the 
adjacent field to the E, formerly part of Laxton’s Open Field system, contained a 
raised rectangular area within a bank, and several patches of nettles. It is possible that 
the banked feature relates to Open Field farming, though it may be a later stock 
enclosure ; the nettle growth probably reflects concentrations of phosphate in the soil, 
possibly due to settlement remains, but given the cows grazing in the field, is more 
likely due to manure. No earthworks were visible within the pylon field. 
 
3.3.5 Pylon 4ZV029 (SK 7205 6570)  
 
The pylon was located in the NW corner of a mainly grass field, formerly part of 
Laxton’s Open Field system. Rolled hay bales were being stored to the south of the 
pylon and and ‘L’ shaped strip of land to the east of the pylon was under cultivation. 
The site was accessed via a metalled lay by/turning point (with no gate) on the E side 
of the road to Kneesall. No earthworks were visible within the pylon field. 
 
3.3.6 Pylon 4ZV030 (SK 7170 6560) 
 
The pylon was located in the triangular, grassed NW corner of a field, formerly part of 
Laxton’s Open Field system. It was accessed by a PROW leading west off the bend 
on the road to Kneesall. No earthworks were visible within the pylon field. 
 
 
3.4 Ompton (4ZV037, 038, 039) 
 
Ompton is a historic village with recorded earthworks, including a field containing a 
ridge and furrow earthwork and an additional bank earthwork situated to the north-
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west of the village (SMR 7697) and a series of earthworks representing a hollow, 
boundary and bank  in the south east of the village (SMR 7698). The pylon route runs 
south of the village, on low-lying land close to a stream, the Gallow Hole Dyke, a 
tributary of Rainworth Water. The overhead line skips over a pasture field with faint 
remnants of ridge-and-furrow between pylons 4ZV037 and 4ZV038 (SK 6895 6490). 
No earthworks were noted in the areas of the pylons or their access routes. 
 
3.4.1 Pylon 4ZV037 (SK 6915 6485) (Plate 16) 
 
This pylon was located in a wheat field to the east of the village, on undulating land at 
c. 86m AOD. It is accessed via the A616, or a concrete track leading south off the 
A616 towards Lound Farm/Beauchamp Barn.  
 
3.4.2 Pylon 4ZV038 (SK 6885 6490) (Plate 17) 
 
The pylon is located south of the village, off the metalled track of Flash Lane (66m 
AOD).  The earthwork hollow, boundary and bank in the sheep pasture on the E side 
of Flash Lane (SMR 7698) were visible c. 225m away, but would not be affected by 
works associated with the pylon. A deep water-filled ditch ran along the south side of 
the pylon field, between the field and Flash Lane. No earthwork features were visible 
within the site, but vegetation was very tussocky, limiting visibility. Fly tipping 
(mainly domestic, furniture etc.) was present north of the ditch and south of the pylon. 
 
3.4.3 Pylon 4ZV039 (SK 6855 6450)  
 
The pylon is located west of the village, in a large wheat field, accessed via a farm 
track leading S off the A616 at Grimston Hill. The pylon lies at c. 73m AOD and land 
rises to the NW, towards Grimston Hill. No earthworks were visible within the pylon 
field. 
 
 
3.5 ‘Grimestone’ Deserted Medieval Village (4ZV041 & 042) 
 
A small settlement at ‘Grimestune’ was recorded in the Domesday Book and it has 
been suggested that it was located between Wellow and Ompton, in fields to the north 
and south of the A616 (Trans. Thoroton Soc. 1994, 67-8). ‘Grimston Hill’ is noted on 
OS maps at NGR SK 6815 6585. Any settlement here may fallen victim to the 
Cistercian land clearances after the foundation of Rufford Abbey in c.1145. 
Alternatively, it may have been emparked in the 13th century, perhaps an initiative of 
Jordan Foliot (1239-1299) of 'Jordan Castle', a nearby circular moated site at Wellow 
to the north west (SK 6790 6655).  
 
Grimston Hill is located 800m north of the pylon route (4ZV041, 4ZV042). Both of 
these pylons are accessed via a trackway leading east off the Wellow to Eakring road, 
rather than the A616. Assuming that the settlement was located in the vicinity of the 
present Grimston Hill, any associated works would not impact upon the DMV.  
 
 
3.6 King’s Stand Farm (4ZV052-054) 
 
The SMR records a possible Bronze Age/Roman settlement in the area, with two 
Roman coin hoards (SMR6947 & 4093) from the farm. However, the area is 
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characterised by intensive arable cultivation, with large enclosed fields that were 
either harrowed or deep potato seed beds. White's Directory of Nottinghamshire of 
1853 describes King's Stand (Plate 18) as ‘a new hamlet in the newly-enclosed district 
called the South Forest’, corroborating landscape and map evidence for the relatively 
recent origins of the present landsacpe character. Between the 16th and 18th century, 
the Clipstone area was irrigated by water meadows, and in the 19th century, it 
benefited from Mansfield's sewage, which fertilised the fields, carried by the diverted 
river Maun and a series of flood-dykes. Intensive arable agriculture (Plate 19) is likely 
to have truncated buried remains, possibly bringing the hoards to the surface. No 
topographical features or hoard-landmarks such as barrows were noted. No 
earthworks were present, and no pottery, struck flint or ceramic building material 
(CBM) was readily visible in the ploughsoil. 
 
3.6.1 Pylon 4ZV052 (SK 6435 6610) (Plate 20) 
 
The pylon straddled two fields; to the east was a potato-field with deep trenches, and 
the west, a newly harrowed field - any remains are liable to have been damaged by 
deep ploughing. A fenced field baulk ran between the fields. The land was flat, lying 
at c. 56m AOD. The pylon was accessed via a short track leading north off the B6030. 
No earthwork features or topsoil finds were visible.  
 
3.6.2 Pylon 4ZV053 (SK 6395 3595) (Plate 21) 
 
The pylon was located in a newly harrowed field (c. 65m AOD), c. 75m west of the 
location of a Roman coin hoard (SMR4093) and a Bronze Age stray find. Land rose 
gently to the SW. As before, no earthwork features or topsoil finds were visible. 
 
3.6.3 Pylon 4ZV054 (SK 6360 6565)  
 
The pylon was located in a potato field (c. 64m AOD). As before, no earthwork 
features or topsoil finds were visible. 
 
 
3.7 Sookholme Bath/Nettleworth (4ZV079-083) 
 
Nettleworth is a small village with medieval or early post-medieval (16th and 17th 
century) deserted village earthwork remains (SMR4040) at Manor Farm, two 
medieval coin hoards, post-medieval fishponds and sluices (SMR 6659) to the south 
west of the settlement core. The pylon line (4ZV079, 080, 081) ran 450m north of the 
DMV at Manor Farm, avoiding an area of faint earthworks just west of the present 
limestone farm buildings.  
 

Sookholme Bath (4ZV083) is the most significant archaeological site visited during 
the project, with a natural spring (SMR 4067) and a previously-recorded Roman tile 
scatter (SMR 3996). Sookholme Bath natural spring (SMR 4067) was investigated by 
local antiquarian Major Hayman Rooke in the late 18th century, who excavated a 
‘piece of ground’ there. His investigations were published in Archaeologia in 1789 
(vol 9, p. 193). Rooke interpreted the spring as the site of a Roman baths - ‘No 1 is a 
Roman Bath, 11ft 7in by 9ft 6in.  No 2 the Dressing Room 15ft 9in by 3ft 9in. Width 
of the (wall)? to the steps 3ft 4in: the outward wall of the dressing room 1ft 9in, the 
other walls 2ft 7in’. However, this structure is probably not a bathhouse, but a more 
recent feature associated with the spring (pers. comm. Virginia Baddeley, Notts 
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SMR). Rooke recorded ‘fragments of Roman bricks and tiles which almost cover a 
space of near 30 yards square.   From the number of large pieces of cinder, and stones 
that have been partly vitrified, this must have been the place where the Romans had 
their tile kilns’, adjacent to the spring (SMR 3996).  
 
The tile kiln site was excavated in 1939 (EH NMR 632340; Trans Thoroton Society 
Notts vol 43, p. 3). This found ‘a narrow bank, covered with undergrowth, about 
20yds long and 2ft high.  Trial holes revealed that this feature was made up entirely of 
Ro roofing tiles.  It is suggested that  these were the cast-offs or stock of a Ro tile kiln 
(not found)’.  Material found in the bank was similar to the roof, flue and hypocaust 
times of Mansfield Woodhouse villa, and also contained wasters. All the clay subsoil 
in the area had been extracted for tile making.  
 
 The CBA Industrial Survey of 1968 describes the site as ‘a very copious spring 
(natural) – ‘Sookholme Bath’. A brick pumping house alongside. Where the stream 
runs along a roadside a few yards lower down, the bank has been   concreted.  This is 
known locally as ‘Sookholme Docks’’. A geophysics (gradiometer) survey 
undertaken by Chris Brooke at the site in 1982 proved inconclusive, although various 
anomalies were noted (Brooke 1982).  A measured survey was undertaken by the 
Sherwood Archaeological Society in 1999 (EH NMR 1352940). The Sherwood 
Archaeological Society cut a trench through the tile bank in 2002. 
 
 
During the site visit, a brief scan of the ploughsoil along the edges of the wheat field 
(forming the access route) to the west (SK5400 6655) found quantities of abraded 
Roman tile (tegula and floor tile) on the surface (Plate 26). As access route to the 
pylon crosses through this wheat field, and it will be important to carry out a watching 
brief during works in order to record any surface material, and if necessary, any 
underlying deposits, prior to any disturbance by heavy machinery crossing the field. 
The culverted route across the field drain between the wheat field and the pylon field 
may provide a free section of deposits, and may require consolidation before heavy 
machinery can cross it (see Section 3.7.5 below). 
 
Sparse Roman remains are known from the wider area, with a villa and possible 
cemetery at Northfield, Mansfield Woodhouse, c. 2.5km to the south (Thoroton 1790) 
and a 3rd century AD aisled barn fount at Stubbin’s Wood, c.2.5km to the north (Kay 
1951; ibid. 1956). Although Sherwood Forest was farmed in the Roman period, the 
relatively infertile soils may have been rapidly exhausted, supporting small 
farmsteads; the Mansfield Woodhouse is the only relatively ‘high status’ building in 
the area (Myers 1999).  
 
According to the East Midlands Research Framework, ‘the nature and distribution of 
evidence for pottery and tile production, and the iron working industry are currently 
areas of real potential in East Midlands’ (Taylor 2001, 15). ‘Our understanding of 
pottery production and dating in Nottinghamshire [is weak] … Excavations of 
[pottery] kilns associated with these products have been few but are sufficient to give 
some indication of where to start to look … The study of tile production is, if 
anything, similar but worse and little recent consideration has been given to assessing 
the link between the two [pottery and tile production] within the region.’ (ibid. 16). 
Thus, Sookolme Bath is potentially a regionally significant site providing an insight 
into Roman industry and possibly, settlement (either associated with kiln workers, or 
the buildings for which kilns provided the tile) in the Sherwood Forest area. 
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3.7.1 Pylon 4ZV079 (SK 5540 6610) (Plate 22) 
 
The pylon was located on level land in an arable field at c. 70m AOD. The field was 
bounded by a ditch to the east, with a barbed wire fence, and by hedgerows to the 
north, west and south. The site was accessed via a steel gate, open on the day of the 
visit. No earthwork features were visible.  
 
3.7.2 Pylon 4ZV080 (SK 5505 6610) (Plate 23) 
 
The pylon was located on level land in a grass field at c. 72m AOD. The field was 
bounded by hedgerows with occasional standards to the north and west, with sturdy 
new wooden fencing to the south and east. The site was accessed via the road to the 
Hostess Inn, south off the B6047. No earthwork features were visible.  
 
3.7.3 Pylon 4ZV081 (SK 5480 6615) (Plate 24) 
 
The pylon was located in a wheat field at c. 74m AOD; land rose slightly to the south 
west. The field was bounded by hedgerows with occasional standards to the west and 
by wooden fencing bordering the B6047 to the north. To the east was a slight bank, 
then the channelled course of the River Meden. The site was accessed via a gap in the 
wooden fence leading off the road; there was a lay by where the road bridged the 
Meden. A telegraph pole was located NW of the pylon and its wires crossed the site. 
No earthwork features were visible.  
 
3.7.4 Pylon 4ZV082 (SK 5445 6625) (Plate 25) 
 
The pylon was located towards the crest of a hill (c.81m AOD) in an arable field 
(stubble) bounded by hedgerows to the north and east. Located on high ground c. 
600m NW of the village of Nettleton, no earthwork features were visible. 
 
3.7.5 Pylon 4ZV083 (SK 5410 6630) (Plates 25-28) 
 
Pylon 4ZV083 was located in a grassy field with nettles and sedge, on land rising to 
the south east. It is accessed via a very muddy and in patches, flooded (c. 0.8m deep) 
trackway leading west from Bath Lane Farm, Sookholme. The trackway is barred at 
Bath Lane Farm by an unlocked metal gate. Access to the pylon lies c. 500m down 
the track, where there is a turning point/parking area (and some fly tipping). From the 
parking area, a wheat field (containing SMR3996, c. 325m to the east of the pylon; 
Plate 25) must be crossed. The pylon field to the south east of the wheat field is 
bounded to the west by a drainage ditch, which is culverted in a metal pipe under an 
earthen access route (Plates 17 & 28).  
 
To the north east of the pylon, at the base of the slope of the field, and at a distance of 
c. 315m  is Sookholme Bath natural spring (SMR 4067), a pond within a stand of 
trees and lush vegetation; land within c. 50m of the spring is damp and in places, there 
are puddles of standing water. The pylon field is also quite damp, with patches of 
sedge and puddles towards the spring. 
 
The field to the east of pylon 4ZV083 contained wheat stubble; a rapid scan of 
ploughsoil along the edge of the field found occasional fragments of modern brick. 
The wheat field to the east of the pylon is recorded as the site of a Roman tile scatter 
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(SMR 3996) situated c. 325m to the east of the pylon. A scan of the ploughsoil along 
the northern and eastern edge of the field found large quantities of Roman tegula and 
floor tile. Although much of this appeared to be abraded and plough-rolled, some 
large fragments (c. 100mm x500mm) were present. On the northern side of the field, a 
small spoil heap from recent ?drainage work also contained quantities of Roman 
ceramic building materials.  
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3.8 Pleasley Park (4ZV088) 
 
Pleasley Park (SMR 12003), is a triangular former medieval deer park. It was 
emparked in the 13th century. Documents record a gift of four live bucks and eight 
does from Sherwood Forest to stock the park, given by Edward I to Thomas Bek on 
Christmas Day 1281. It is currently local amenity woodland managed by the Forestry 
Commission.  
 
Deer parks are relatively common monuments, with around 3500 in England (EH 
1989). They are generally located on marginal land or close to a manor house, castle 
or palace, and frequently found in areas near woodland cover, as in this case, near 
Sherwood Forest. Deer parks have distinctive linear earthwork boundaries, to keep 
deer inside the parks. The form and history of English deer parks have been studied 
(Cantor & Hatherly 1979; Cantor 1983; Stamper 1988) and deer parks associated with 
Southwell (Notts), to the south east, have been investigated (Lyth 1986). 
 
According to the EH Monuments Protection Programme Class Description, 
boundaries usually consisted of a pale, ‘a combination of a large earth bank, topped 
by a fence of cleft oak stakes, and ditch which was placed on the inside of the bank’, 
or sometimes topped by a hedge or stone wall. ‘While many of the internal features of 
a deer park may be destroyed, the pale often remains as a massive fenced or hedged 
bank up to 5m high and up to 7m wide. The internal ditch may often be infilled or 
silted up … The park pale may survive in many different forms ranging from 
ploughed-out remains to a standing earthwork’ (EH 1989). Few deer park pales have 
been excavated; excavations reveal details of construction, and may investigate old 
ground surfaces sealed beneath the bank, providing information on previous land-use. 
Boundary features, such as standing earthworks and hedges are very susceptible to 
damage (EH 1989). 
 
Although parks can fossilise earlier landscape features, dense undergrowth and the 
limited area of the site visit meant that it was not possible to seek out any such 
features. Earthworks have been identified within the wood by Major Rooke in 1789 
and later Bagshawe in 1846, but OS maps note only natural features. However, a Deer 
Park Pale was present, enclosing Pylon 4ZV088 within the park (Plate 29). There was 
no evidence of multiple pales indicating the expansion or contraction of the park. The 
pale earthwork was clearly visible and relatively well-preserved, although in the 
immediate vicinity of the pylon, an access route/footpath over the bank was beginning 
to erode it. 
 
3.8.1 Pylon 4ZV088 (SK 5198 6613) (Plates 29-32) 
 
The pylon was located at c. 127m AOD in the northern corner of the triangular 
Pleasley Park. The site is accessed via a track (marked ‘Private Road’) leading off 
Wood Lane, which ends in a car park to the north of the footpath and entrance to the 
forest. Land immediately surrounding the pylon had been planted relatively recently 
with saplings, brambles and scrub (impassable), while land to the south was 
established deciduous woodland. The field to the NW of the pylon site and the park 
was a large, level wheat field which contained no visible earthworks. 
 
To the west of the pylon was a linear Deer Park Pale earthwork, running on a NW/SE 
axis and enclosing the west of the park. To the south of the pylon site (SK 5188 
6610), the bank and ditch were well-defined, with a stepped bank to the west and a 
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slight internal ditch (Plate 30; Illustration 2). The stepped bank may be exaggerated 
due to slight erosion caused by ploughing the field to the south west. To the north of 
the pylon site (SK 5199 6618), the profile was more simple, with no step on the 
western side (Plate 31; Illustration 2). At the point where the pylon can be accessed 
through the scrub, there was a break in vegetation, and the bank appears to have been 
eroded, possibly during the erection of the pylons in the 1960s, or due to use as an 
access route for maintenance and tree planting (SK 5194 6614) (Plate 32).  
 

Profile through northern end of western deer park pale

Profile through southern end of western deer park pale

W E

EW

 
Illustration 2  Profiles of the Deer Park Pale at Pleasley Park (scale approximate) 
 
 
3.9 Glapwell and Bolsover (4ZV 096-103) 
 
The overhead line between pylons 4ZV096 and 4ZV097 crosses over Rotherham 
Road (SK4898 6683). Rotherham Road is the northerly continuation of Green Lane 
(SMR 12338), the putative course of a minor Roman link road running N/S from 
Skegby (Notts) to Mexborough (South Yorks) (Plate 33). Although the raised agger 
of the road was noted, particularly well defined on the eastern side, no side ditches 
were noted. Mitigation may be necessary in order to prevent further erosion of the 
eastern side of the agger by vehicles accessing Pylon 4ZV090. 
 
There have been several studies of the Roman road system in Derbyshire (Cockerton 
1953; Penny 1966) and several excavations of the course of Ryknield Street (Oakley 
1955; Saunders 1959 etc.). However, no reference has been found to any excavation 
or survey of the road at Green Lane. Although it may have been excavated by 
Derwent Archaeological Society, no details of the excavation are known. 
 
A series of cropmark enclosures have been identified by aerial photography on the dip 
slope between Glapwell and Bolsover. These may be the remains of an Iron Age or 
Roman settlement, perhaps taking advantage of the strategic overview of the valley to 
the west from the high ridge, like the defensive position of Bolsover castle. However, 
no earthworks or other remains were visible on the ground. 
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3.9.1 Pylon 4ZV096 (SK 4915 6680) (Plates 34 & 35) 
 
The pylon was located in a large wheat field (c. 165m AOD) east of Rotherham Road, 
bounded to the north and west by a hedgerow. The agger of the Roman road was 
clearly visible, lying c. 1.5m above the level of the field c. 75m to the west of the 
pylon (Plate 24). Concentrations of limestone fragments were noted at the edge of the 
field, probably stone from the ploughsoil pushed to the edges of the field, but possibly 
also fragments of the road metalling weathering out from below the hedgerow along 
the eastern verge of Rotherham Road. The pylon (Plate 35) is accessed via a short 
track down across the agger into the pylon field (Plate 34). There was no sign of any 
surviving side ditches or other earthworks in the pylon field. Although any heavy 
machinery may further erode the agger, and mitigation may be necessary in order to 
protect the raised road and its steep verges. 
 
3.9.2 Pylon 4ZV097 (SK 4875 6690) (Plate 36 & 37) 
 
The pylon (c. 165m AOD) was located in an oilseed rape field to the west of 
Rotherham Road (Plate 37), separated from the road by a patch of high grass and 
weeds on the shallow verge. The agger of this side of the road was very shallow (c. 
0.3m; Plate 36), possibly due to soil slippage and buildup of ploughsoil on slightly 
lower-lying land to the east of Lanes Farm, perhaps diminishing the difference in 
height between the top of the road and the level of the field to the west. The field is 
accessed via a wooden gate on the N side of Losk Lane. No side ditches or other 
earthworks were visible in the pylon field. 
 
3.9.3 Pylon 4ZV098 (SK 4835 6705) (Plate 38) 
 
The pylon was located in an undulating wheat field at c. 175m AOD. It is accessed via 
Losk Lane, from which a PROW runs south towards Glapwell, passing west of the 
pylon. No earthworks or other remains were visible.  
 
3.9.4 Pylon 4ZV099 (SK 4805 6710) (Plate 38) 
 
The pylon was located in arable (vegetables), flat land at c. 170m AOD. It is accessed 
via Lanes Farm on Glapwell Lane. No earthworks or other remains were visible. 
 
3.9.5 Pylon 4ZV100 (SK 4875 6690) (Plate 38) 
 
The pylon was located within a linear strip of woodland, part of Carr Wood, running 
along the Glapwell-Bolsover ridge, at c. 171m AOD. To the east of the pylon runs a 
PROW from Glapwell towards Hill Top Farm, possibly an old route along the ridge. 
To the south of the pylon (c. 500m) is a natural spring. 
 
3.9.6 Pylon 4ZV101 (SK 4735 6745) (Plates 39 & 40) 
 
The pylon was located on arable land at c. 145m AOD, with land sloping steeply 
down to the west and rising towards the ridge to the east. No earthworks or other 
remains were visible. 
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3.9.7 Pylon 4ZV102 (SK 4705 6765) (Plates 39 & 40) 
 
The pylon was located in a small arable field near Rylah Farm and northwest of Fox 
Covert, at c. 115m AOD. Land sloped steeply up to the ridge to the northwest, and 
down to the valley of Stockley Brook to the southwest. To the south of the pylon field 
ran a stream along a valley down the hillside. No earthworks or other remains were 
visible. 
 
3.9.8 Pylon 4ZV103 (SK 4675 6780) (Plates 39 & 40) 
 
The pylon was located in an arable field near Rylah Farm, at c. 107m AOD. Land 
sloped steeply up to the ridge to the northwest, and down to the valley of Stockley 
Brook to the southwest. No earthworks or other remains were visible. 
 
 
3.10 Sutton Scarsdale/Owlcotes (4ZV 110-111) 
 
A pre-Domesday settlement was located at Sutton Scarsdale. Sutton Scarsdale Hall 
was built in 1593 but demolished in 1713; a new mansion was built in the 18th 
century, and the remaining shell of the mansion is an EH site located north east of the 
village core (Plate 43). Three 18th century cottages are recorded in the SMR as 
fronting Shire Lane, near the boundary between Sutton and Heath and Holmewood, 
but no trace of these was found in the site visit. Owlcotes Farmhouse is a Grade II 
listed 18th century building, and an earlier manor house was recently found northwest 
of the present farmhouse by TPAU (Sheppard 1999). The listed building of Owlcotes 
Farmhouse and its 16th century wall and alcove, as well as the 18th century garden 
walls and gate piers at Sutton Scarsdale Country Club lie some distance from the 
route and will not be affected by works. 
 
The remains of the earlier ford or possibly, small bridge across the stream close to 
4ZV110 is significant, given the stream forms the parish boundary, Owlcotes is a 
medieval manorial site and the path is a PROW. It may be necessary either to mitigate 
the impact of works by using matting, sandbags or creating another stream crossing, 
or to record any remaining ford/bridge structure in order to ascertain the date and 
character of the feature. 
 
3.10.1 Pylon 4ZV110 (SK4430 6840) (Plates 44-48) 
 
The pylon was located at the southern side of a large wheat field accessed via a track 
and lay-by on the E side of Shire Lane. Land sloped from c. 142m AOD at the 
roadside, down to the pylon at c. 117m AOD in the valley to the southeast. The pylon 
lay at the bottom of the field, adjacent to the wooded Wrang Plantation. It was 
reached via a PROW running down the northeastern edge of the field (Plate 45), 
which crosses a footbridge over a stream immediately south of the pylon (Plate 46) 
and leads towards Heath to the south. The shallow, relatively fast-flowing stream lay 
at c. 113m AOD, and ran eastwards, forming the parish boundary. Between the pylon 
and the stream was the steep (c. 45◌ْ ), muddy PROW.  
 
The stream was crossed by a narrow wooden plank footbridge with a single handrail. 
Beneath the current footbridge were the wooden remains of an ?earlier (also modern) 
footbridge. Beneath this, set in the banks of the stream, were at least four fragments of 
rough-hewn fine-grained bedded sandstone (Sherwood Sandstone), which were dry-
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coursed, to at least two courses on either side of the stream (c. 0.06 x 0.08 x 0.15m). 
Also present in the streambed near the footbridge were fragments of pottery and 
ceramic building materials , as well as a large, square fragment of slate (c. 0.3 x 0.4 x 
0.05m) (Plates 47 & 48). 
 
3.10.2 Pylon 4ZV111 (SK4380 6840) (Plate 49) 
 
The pylon was located in a level field of oilseed rape (c. 143m AOD), accessed via a 
track/lay-by off Shire Lane, just north of a 19th/early 20th century house on the west 
side of Shire Lane (Plate 50). Modern brick and tile, willow-pattern and creamware 
pottery fragments were noted in the turning circle and the ploughsoil around the 
eastern edge of the field, probably hardcore or rubbish associated with the house to 
the south. A small modern wooden shed was located close to the pylon base. There 
was no evidence of the remains of the three 17th century cottages formerly fronting 
Shire Lane and no earthworks or other remains were visible.  
 
3.10.3 Pylon 4ZV112 (SK4340 6855) (Plate 51) 
 
The pylon was located in a large, level field of oilseed rape at c. 147m AOD. It was 
accessed via a track off Rock Lane towards Yewtree Farm. No earthworks or other 
remains were visible.  
 
 
4 DISCUSSION 
 
4.1 Key sites 
 
4.1.1 The desk-based assessment (Report 1751, table 2) identified a series of sites 
within the 124-pylon overhead route which had high archaeological potential, based 
on SMR entries, historic landscape assessment and cartographic research. Despite this 
narrowing-down of potential sites, the majority of the 36 pylons visited (c. 80%) were 
either located in upland areas of parishes, distant from known settlement and 
findspots, in areas of modern Modern, Modified Field Patterns and intensive arable 
cultivation, or in relatively barren areas of acid sandy soils on which there has 
historically been sparse and short-lived settlement. A summary of the results of the 
site visits and proposed mitigation/further archaeological work is contained in Table 2 
and discussed in Section 4.3, Preliminary proposals for mitigation, below. 
 
 

Pylon 
(4ZV) 

NGR  
(SK) 

Potential archaeological significance Results of site visit Proposed 
further work 

Scarthingmoor 
013 7700 6885 Medieval agricultural earthworks None present No 
014 7675 6865 Medieval agricultural earthworks None present No 
015 7650 6835 Medieval agricultural earthworks None visible No 
Moorhouse 
020 7495 6710 Hollow way SMR7849 Present in adjacent field 

to south 
Mitigation 

021 7450 6995 Roman settlement SMR4170 etc. Distant. No visible finds 
in topsoil 

No 

022 7415 6680 Roman settlement SMR4170 etc. Distant. No visible finds 
in topsoil 

No 

Laxton 
025 7320 6655 Medieval agricultural earthworks None present No 
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026 7280 6645 Medieval agricultural earthworks None present No 

027 7250 6630 Medieval agricultural earthworks/DMV Distant. None present ? Watching brief 
028 7220 6600 Medieval agricultural earthworks/DMV Distant. None present ? Watching brief 
029 7205 6570 Medieval agricultural earthworks None present No 
030 7170 6560 Medieval agricultural earthworks None present No 
Ompton  
037 6915 6485 Medieval agricultural earthworks None present No 
038 6885 6490 Medieval agricultural earthworks/DMV None present No 
039 6855 6450 Medieval agricultural earthworks None present No 
‘Grimestone’ 
041  6790 6510 Documented medieval settlement 

(AD1086) 
Distant No 

042 6750 6515 Documented medieval settlement 
(AD1086) 

Distant No 

King’s Stand Farm 
052 6435 6610 Near Roman hoard SMR4093 Likely plough damage No 
053  6395 3595 Near Roman hoard SMR4093 Likely plough damage No 
054 6360 6565 Near Bronze Age find SMR5975 Likely plough damage No 
Sookholme Bath/Nettleworth 
079 5540 6610 Medieval agricultural earthworks/DMV None present No 

080 5505 6610 Medieval agricultural earthworks/DMV None present No 
081 5480 6615 Medieval agricultural earthworks/DMV None present No 
082 5445 6625 Near Roman tile kiln SMR3996 None visible No 

083 5410 6630 Natural spring and Roman tile kiln 
SMR3996 within access route and c. 
100m from pylon 

Dense scatter of Roman 
CBM in topsoil of 
adjacent arable field 

Fieldwalking/ 
watching brief/ 
 

Pleasley Park 
088 5198 6613 Medieval deer park Medieval earthwork 

Deer Park Pale present 
Mitigation/ 
survey/WB 

Green Lane and Glapwell 
096 4915 6680 East of Roman Road, 150m to west Road agger present, no 

side ditches. Under 
access route. 

Watching brief/ 
mitigation 

097 4875 6690 West of Roman Road, 200m to east Agger not affected by 
access route 

No 

Glapwell – Bolsover ridge 
098 4835 6705 Aerial photograph cropmarks None visible No 
099 4805 6710 Aerial photograph cropmarks None visible No 
100 4770 6725 Aerial photograph cropmarks None visible No 
101 4735 6745 Aerial photograph cropmarks None visible No 
102 4705 6765 Aerial photograph cropmarks None visible No 
103 4675 6780 Aerial photograph cropmarks None visible No 
Sutton Scarsdale/Owlcotes 
110 4430 6840 Post-medieval buildings (demolished) No visible remains No 
111 4380 6840 PROW and stream Stone footings of small 

bridge over stream 
Watching brief/ 
mitigation 

Table 2 Summary of results of site visits and proposed mitigation/further 
archaeological work 
 
4.2 Confidence rating 
 
No factors inhibited the recognition of earthworks or other archaeological features. 
Throughout the site visits, the weather and light conditions were mostly good. Access 
was difficult in some cases, involving stiles, barbed wire, livestock and thorny hedges. 
Earthworks, significant surface archaeological remains and structures within the sites 
visited and their access routes were recorded where present. However, due to the 
inherently incomplete nature of SMRs and the general lack of extensive 
archaeological fieldwork in the area traversed by the pylons, it is possible that 
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undocumented and unforeseen sites are present within the route, but were not selected 
for site visits.  
 
In the course of site visits, medieval earthwork remains, including broad ridge and 
furrow, and tofts and crofts indicating shrunken settlements were noted in several 
historic villages near the route, particularly at the eastern end of the route in 
Nottinghamshire (Moorhouse, Laxton, Ompton). In parts of Nottinghamshire, the 
Enclosures and the conversion of Open Field pasture resulted in population decline, 
leading to the abandonment of areas peripheral to settlements (Challis & Sheppard 
1998), including well-established villages such as Laxton (Lyth 1989, 17). Continuing 
land-use as permanent pasture often preserves earthwork settlement remains and 
intact tracts of ridge and furrow. However, the large tracts of land given over to 
modern intensive farming may once have contained similar vulnerable settlement and 
agricultural remains, but have been levelled or destroyed by ploughing, or obscured 
by areas of woodland. Despite the limited documentation of earthworks in some areas, 
site visits did not encounter any significant new or unrecorded medieval earthwork 
remains in the vicinity of the pylons. 
 
Surveys such as the Village Earthwork Survey in Nottinghamshire (Challis & Bishop 
1998) are increasingly indicating that not all earthworks are known in lowland areas, 
let alone in more remote upland areas, and that statutory records do not yet come 
close to containing a full or even, a representative record of known remains.  
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4.3 Preliminary proposals for mitigation 
 
Of the ten sites visited, six sites (seven pylons) may require mitigation by design or 
further archaeological investigation/preservation by record if mitigation by design is 
not appropriate. The following are preliminary proposals for mitigation, and are to be 
confirmed and enhanced by the County Archaeological Officers for Nottinghamshire 
and Derbyshire.  
 

 Pylon 4ZV020  Moorhouse (Notts) 
The medieval hollow way at Moorhouse (SMR 7849; SK 7495 6710) should be 
protected from further erosion by vehicles and human traffic, by ensuring that 
vehicles and heavy plant access the pylon site from the road to the east, and 
that pedestrians crossing the area stay on the PROW across the fields. (See 
diagram below). 

 

 
Proposed access route to Pylon 4ZV020 
 
 Pylons 4ZV027 and 028 Laxton (Notts) 

These pylons are located just west of Laxton South Field, one of the four 
remaining Open Fields of this unique village. Although no standing 
earthworks were noted in the fields during the site visit, the pylons 
(particularly Pylon 4ZV028) lie within the former Open Fields, just south of 
the post-medieval SMV site. Given the national significance of the village in 
terms of landscape history, and the proximity of these pylons to the site of the 
SMV, it may be necessary to maintain a watching brief on works in order to 
cater for unexpected remains and/or to recover any artefacts from ground 
disturbed in the course of works. 
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 Pylon 4ZV083  Sookholme Bath (Notts) 
The access route to the pylon passes a potentially regionally significant tile 
kiln site/ploughsoil tile scatter (SMR3996), crosses a culverted ditch which 
will require reinforcement, and is located close to a natural spring. The area is 
damp and boggy due to the proximity of the spring, and pumping may be 
required. It may be necessary to  

1)  Restrict the movement of vehicles and people to a narrow access 
strip to minimise disturbance to remains (e.g. matting to spread 
load) 

2)  If disturbance is inevitable, to carry out targeted fieldwalking 
(crop permitting) or to maintain a watching brief on works 

3)  Maintain a watching brief on any proposed works to bridge the 
field drain, which will provide a ‘free section’ of deposits 

4)  Tie in any watching brief results to previous investigations of 
Sookholme Bath tile kiln/tile scatter site (TTS 1939, Brooke 
1982, SAS 1999, SAS 2002) 

5)  Link any finds analysis to existing collections from the site held 
at Mansfield Woodhouse Museum, and to consider the proposed 
association of the site with production of construction materials 
for the Northfield ‘villa’ buildings. 

 
 Pylon 4ZV088 Pleasley Park (Derbs) 

The pylon is located within a former medieval deer park, surrounded by an 
earthwork deer park pale. The access route to the pylon from the west crosses 
this earthwork, and previous works appear to have eroded a section of the 
earthwork bank. It will be necessary to prevent any further erosion of the bank 
by vehicles, plant and human traffic (e.g. sandbags; matting). If this is not 
possible, a small-scale field survey (plan and profiles) of the deer park pale 
may be necessary. Given the lack of excavated park earthworks, if destruction 
of the bank is inevitable, a watching brief/evaluation trench through the 
earthwork and associated internal ditch may be necessary. 
 

 Pylon 4ZV096 Green Lane/Rotherham Road, Glapwell (Derbs) 
The access route to the pylon is from a track leading off the east side of 
Rotherham Road, which lies on the course of a Roman road. At this point, the 
agger of the road is visible. Although the agger has already been eroded at this 
point by the track and turning point, vehicles and heavy plant may further 
erode the side of the road, possibly going down into earlier road levels. It may 
be necessary either to mitigate potential erosion (e.g. sandbags; matting), or if 
this is not possible, to conduct a small scale watching brief and survey the 
profile of the agger at this point. 
 

 Pylon 4ZV111 Sutton Scarsdale/Owlcotes (Derbs) 
The pylon is located north of a footbridge (PROW) crossing a stream in a deep 
valley, located close to a medieval manorial site at Owlcotes. The sandstone 
footings of an earlier bridge or ford were noted during the site visit. If the 
footbridge is to be replaced, or if any heavy plant is likely to disturb the area, 
it may be necessary to conduct a watching brief in order to record structural 
remains and ascertain the date and character of the stone structure. 
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4.4 Research potential  
 
To conclude, although the pylon line may impact on only a small number of 
archaeological sites, four of the sites (Laxton; Sookholme Bath; Pleasley Park; Green 
Lane/Rotherham Road, Glapwell) are locally or regionally significant, with 
Sookholme Bath and Glapwell potentially contributing to East Midlands research 
agendas for the Roman period (Taylor 2001) and sites at Laxton and Pleasley Park 
enhancing understanding of medieval landscapes.  Relatively few excavations have 
been undertaken in the area. The results of any field survey or watching briefs may 
therefore be significant.  
 
At Glapwell, the Roman road site has the potential to contribute to understanding 
local Roman communications, minor road construction, chronology, repairs and the 
continuity of routes in the landscape. Although the Sookholme Bath site has been 
subject to a range of previous archaeological interventions, the date, character and 
functions of the site are still not clear. It may contribute to research into Roman rural 
industrial production, perhaps producing evidence regarding the putative association 
with the Northfield ‘villa’ and its estate. It may contain evidence (including 
environmental data) contributing to understanding the nature and duration of Roman 
settlement on the inhospitable Sherwood soils. Given the presence of a natural spring 
here, it may also yield prehistoric and later material.  
 
Medieval field systems and late medieval/post-medieval village shrinkage at Laxton 
have been thoroughly surveyed and analysed in the context of abundant historical 
documents; any further finds from the pylon sites would be minor footnotes to these 
extensive studies. Although deer parks, such as Pleasley Park, are relatively common 
monuments, both regionally and nationally, investigation of the layout, chronology, 
construction methods and maintenance of park boundaries has only rarely been the 
subject of archaeological fieldwork. 
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LIST OF COLOUR PLATES 
 
Plate 1 Scarthing Moor - Pylon 4ZV013 Viewed from SW, with High Marnham power 
station in the distance to the E 
 
Plate 2 Scarthing Moor - Pylon 4ZV014 viewed from NE of railway line 
 
Plate 3  Scarthing Moor - Field to S of Pylon 4ZV014, containing narrow-rig ridge-
and-furrow, viewed from SW 
 
Plate 4  Scarthing Moor - Pylon 4ZV015, with Pylon 4ZV016 in the distance, viewed 
from the E 
 
Plate 5  Moorhouse - Earthworks in the pasture field surrounding Moorhouse Chapel, 
viewed from the W  
 
Plate 6  Moorhouse - Hollow way (SMR7849) and footpath at Moorhouse viewed 
from S. Pylon 4ZV020 is in the distance. 
 
Plate 7  Moorhouse - NW edge of field southeast of 4ZV020, with additional  hollow 
way to W (left) and ridge and furrow to E (right) 
 
Plate 8  Moorhouse - Pylon 4ZV020 from NW, with 4ZV021 in distance 
 
Plate 9 Moorhouse - Pylon 4ZV021 viewed from SE 
 
Plate 10 Moorhouse - Pylon 4ZV022 and further pylons along Moorhouse-Laxton 
ridge viewed from SE (corner of Pylon 4ZV021 to right) 
 
Plate 11 Laxton’s 12th century church of St Michael the Archangel viewed from S 
 
Plate 12 Laxton - Area of shrunken post-medieval village at Laxton (SMR2165) 
viewed from S at Pylon 4ZV028 
 
Plate 13  Laxton - Pylon 4ZV026 viewed from N 
 
Plate 14  Laxton - Pylon 4ZV027 viewed from N 
 
Plate 15  Laxton - Pylon 4ZV028 viewed from south, with Laxton village (right) and 
the rise of West Field (left) in the distance 
 
Plate 16  Ompton - Pylon 4ZV037 viewed from E, with 4ZV038 and 039 in distance 
 
Plate 17  Ompton - Pylon 4ZV038 viewed from S, with 4ZV 039 in distance 
 
Plate 18  King’s Stand Farm - viewed from B6030 to NW, with Rufford Country Park 
in distance 
 
Plate 19  King’s Stand Farm – Intensive arable agriculture, looking north from Pylon 
4ZV052  
 
Plate 20  King’s Stand Farm - Pylon 4ZV052 viewed from S 
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Plate 21  King’s Stand Farm - Pylon 4ZV053 viewed from NW 
 
Plate 22  Nettleworth Farm  - Pylon 4ZV079 viewed from SE 
 
Plate 23  Nettleworth Farm  - Pylon 4ZV080 viewed from E 
 
Plate 24 Nettleworth Farm  - Pylon 4ZV081 viewed from N 
 
Plate 25  Sookholme Bath – Pylons 4ZV082 (left) and 4ZV083 (right) viewed from N. 
The wheat field in the foreground is the site of the Roman tile scatter (SMR3996) 
 
Plate 26  Sookholme Bath – Roman tile scatter(SMR3996) present in the ploughsoil of 
wheatfield adjacent to pylon 4ZV083  
 
Plate 27  Sookholme Bath – Pylon 4ZV083 viewed from N, with culverted field drain 
in foreground  
 
Plate 28  Sookholme Bath – Left: Culverted field drain forming part of main access 
route to Pylon 4ZV083 viewed from SE. Right: Pylon 4ZV083 viewed from E 
 
Plate 29  Pleasley Park– Pylon 4ZV088 viewed from NW, with park behind, recent 
plantation surrounding it and deer park pale between plantation and field in 
foreground 
 
Plate 30  Pleasley Park– deer park pale looking SW 
 
Plate 31 Pleasley Park– deer park pale looking NE, beside access route into pylon 
 
Plate 32  Pleasley Park– unhedged and eroded deer park pale looking SE at entrance 
to pylon 4ZV088 
 
Plate 33  Glapwell - View of pylon line crossing Rotherham Road, with 4ZV096 to E 
(left) and 4ZV097 to W (right) 
 
Plate 34  Glapwell - Rotherham Road, Glapwell (E side) -  agger of Roman road, 
looking S, with entrance to pylon 4ZV096 
 
Plate 35  Glapwell - Pylon 4ZV096 viewed from NW 
 
Plate 36  Glapwell - Rotherham Road, Glapwell (W side) -  agger of Roman road, 
looking N 
 
Plate 37  Glapwell - Pylon 4ZV097 viewed from NE 
 
Plate 38  Glapwell - Pylons 4ZV098, 099 and 100 viewed from SE 
 
Plate 39  Glapwell - Pylons 4ZV097 to 4ZV105 crossing the ridge between Palterton 
and Glapwell, viewed from Sutton Scarsdale, looking ESE  
 
Plate 40  Glapwell - Pylons 4ZV097 to 4ZV105 crossing the ridge, with pylon 
numbers  
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Plate 41  Glapwell - Pylons 4ZV104 to 107 viewed from Carr Lane, Palterton, 
looking NW down to the Doe Lea valley 
 
Plate 42  Glapwell - Pylons 4ZV104 to 107 viewed from Palterton, with pylon 
numbers 
 
Plate 43  Sutton Scarsdale - Sutton Scarsdale Hall, viewed from SE 
 
Plate 44 Sutton Scarsdale - Pylon 4ZV110 viewed from NW, with Pylons 4ZV109, 108 
and 107 in the distance 
 
Plate 45  Sutton Scarsdale - Pylon 4ZV110 viewed from NW, showing the stream 
valley to the SE 
 
Plate 46  Sutton Scarsdale - Footbridge and stream SE of Pylon 4ZV110 viewed from 
NW 
 
Plate 47  Sutton Scarsdale - Bridge footings and stream SE of Pylon 4ZV110 viewed 
from NE 
 
Plate 48  Sutton Scarsdale - Detailed view of bridge footings and stream SE of Pylon 
4ZV110 from NE, showing the coursed sandstone blocks (foreground) 
 
Plate 49  Sutton Scarsdale - Pylon 4ZV111 viewed from SE, with Pylons 4ZV112 and 
113 in the distance 
 
Plate 50  Sutton Scarsdale - Cottage to SW of Pylon 4ZV111 viewed from NE 
 
Plate 51 Sutton Scarsdale -  Pylon 4ZV112 viewed from NE 
 
Plate 52 Sutton Scarsdale -  view NW of Pylon 4ZV112, looking towards Calow 
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Plate 1 Scarthing Moor - Pylon 4ZV013 Viewed from SW, with High Marnham power 
station in the distance to the E 
 

 
Plate 2 Scarthing Moor - Pylon 4ZV014 viewed from NE of railway line 
 



 
Plate 3  Scarthing Moor - Field to S of Pylon 4ZV014, containing narrow-rig ridge-and-
furrow, viewed from SW 
 

 
Plate 4  Scarthing Moor - Pylon 4ZV015, with Pylon 4ZV016 in the distance, viewed 
from the E 
 
 
 



 
Plate 5  Moorhouse - Earthworks in the pasture field surrounding Moorhouse Chapel, 
viewed from the W  
 

 
Plate 6  Moorhouse - Hollow way (SMR7849) and footpath at Moorhouse viewed from S. 
Pylon 4ZV020 is in the distance. 
 



 
Plate 7  Moorhouse - NW edge of field southeast of 4ZV020, with additional  hollow way 
to W (left) and ridge and furrow to E (right) 
 

 
Plate 8  Moorhouse - Pylon 4ZV020 from NW, with 4ZV021 in distance 



 
Plate 9 Moorhouse - Pylon 4ZV021 viewed from SE 
 

 
Plate 10  Moorhouse - Pylon 4ZV022 and further pylons along Moorhouse-Laxton ridge 
viewed from SE (corner of Pylon 4ZV021 to right) 
 



 
Plate 11 Laxton’s 12th century church of St Michael the Archangel viewed from S 
 

 
Plate 12  Laxton - Area of shrunken post-medieval village at Laxton (SMR2165) viewed 
from S at Pylon 4ZV028 
 



 
Plate 13  Laxton - Pylon 4ZV026 viewed from N 
 

 
Plate 14  Laxton - Pylon 4ZV027 viewed from N 



 
Plate 15  Laxton - Pylon 4ZV028 viewed from south, with Laxton village (right) and the 
rise of West Field (left) in the distance 
 

 
Plate 16  Ompton - Pylon 4ZV037 viewed from E, with 4ZV038 and 039 in distance 
 



 

 
Plate 17  Ompton - Pylon 4ZV038 viewed from S, with 4ZV 039 in distance 
 

 
Plate 18  King’s Stand Farm - viewed from B6030 to NW, with Rufford Country Park in 
distance 
 



 

 
Plate 19  King’s Stand Farm – Intensive arable agriculture, looking north from Pylon 
4ZV052  
 

 
Plate 20  King’s Stand Farm - Pylon 4ZV052 viewed from S 



 
 

 
Plate 21  King’s Stand Farm - Pylon 4ZV053 viewed from NW 
 

 
Plate 22  Nettleworth Farm  - Pylon 4ZV079 viewed from SE 



 

 
Plate 23  Nettleworth Farm  - Pylon 4ZV080 viewed from E 
 

 
Plate 24 Nettleworth Farm  - Pylon 4ZV081 viewed from N 
 
 



 

 
Plate 25  Sookholme Bath – Pylons 4ZV082 (left) and 4ZV083 (right) viewed from N. The 
wheat field in the foreground is the site of the Roman tile scatter (SMR3996) 
 

 
Plate 26  Sookholme Bath – Roman tile scatter(SMR3996) present in the ploughsoil of 
wheatfield adjacent to pylon 4ZV083  



 
Plate 27  Sookholme Bath – Pylon 4ZV083 viewed from N, with culverted field drain in 
foreground  

 
Plate 28  Sookholme Bath – Left: Culverted field drain forming part of main access route 
to Pylon 4ZV083 viewed from SE. Right: Pylon 4ZV083 viewed from E 
 



 

 
Plate 29  Pleasley Park– Pylon 4ZV088 viewed from NW, with park behind, recent 
plantation surrounding it and deer park pale between plantation and field in foreground 
 

 
Plate 30  Pleasley Park– deer park pale looking SW 
 



 

 
Plate 31 Pleasley Park– deer park pale looking NE, beside access route into pylon 
 

 
Plate 32  Pleasley Park– unhedged and eroded deer park pale looking SE at entrance to 
pylon 4ZV088 
 



 
Plate 33  Glapwell - View of pylon line crossing Rotherham Road, with 4ZV096 to E 
(left) and 4ZV097 to W (right), looking S 
 

 
Plate 34  Glapwell - Rotherham Road, Glapwell (E side) -  agger of Roman road, looking 
S, with entrance to pylon 4ZV096 
 



 

 
Plate 35  Glapwell - Pylon 4ZV096 viewed from NW 
 
 

 
Plate 36  Glapwell - Rotherham Road, Glapwell (W side) -  agger of Roman road, 
looking N 
 



 
Plate 37  Glapwell - Pylon 4ZV097 viewed from NE 
 

 
Plate 38 Glapwell - Pylons 4ZV098, 099 and 100 viewed from SE 



Plate 39  Glapwell - Pylons 4ZV097 to 4ZV105 crossing the ridge between Palterton and 
Glapwell, viewed from Sutton Scarsdale, looking ESE  
 

Plate 40  Glapwell - Pylons 4ZV097 to 4ZV105 crossing the ridge, with pylon numbers  
 

 



 
Plate 41  Glapwell - Pylons 4ZV104 to 107 viewed from Carr Lane, Palterton, looking 
NW down to the Doe Lea valley 
 

 
Plate 42  Glapwell - Pylons 4ZV104 to 107 viewed from Palterton, with pylon numbers 



 
Plate 43  Sutton Scarsdale - Sutton Scarsdale Hall, viewed from SE 
 
 

 
Plate 44  Sutton Scarsdale - Pylon 4ZV110 viewed from NW, with Pylons 4ZV109, 108 
and 107 in the distance 
 



 
Plate 45  Sutton Scarsdale - Pylon 4ZV110 viewed from NW, showing the stream valley 
to the SE 
 

 
Plate 46  Sutton Scarsdale - Footbridge and stream SE of Pylon 4ZV110 viewed from NW 



 
Plate 47  Sutton Scarsdale - Bridge footings and stream SE of Pylon 4ZV110 viewed from 
NE 
 

 
Plate 48  Sutton Scarsdale - Detailed view of bridge footings and stream SE of Pylon 
4ZV110 from NE, showing the coursed sandstone blocks (foreground) 



 

 
Plate 49  Sutton Scarsdale - Pylon 4ZV111 viewed from SE, with Pylons 4ZV112 and 113 
in the distance 
 

 
Plate 50  Sutton Scarsdale - Cottage to SW of Pylon 4ZV111 viewed from NE 



 
Plate 51 Sutton Scarsdale -  Pylon 4ZV112 viewed from NE 
 

 
Plate 52 Sutton Scarsdale -  view NW of Pylon 4ZV112, looking towards Calow 
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